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QUESTION 1

Immediately after installing ESXi, an administrator observes that the Configure Lockdown Mode option is grayed out in
the Direct Console User Interface (DCUI). What is the most likely explanation? 

A. The host has not yet been added to a vCenter Server. 

B. The BIOS on the host does not have NX/XD enabled. 

C. The ESXi host is running in evaluation mode. 

D. The host requires a reboot before this feature is available. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The vSphere administrator attempts to connect to an ESXi host via an SSH client and receives the following security
alert: -- Exhibit -

-- Exhibit -The vSphere administrator needs to determine whether the RSA key fingerprint shown in the security alert is
the fingerprint of the intended ESXi host. 

Which tool should the vSphere administrator use? 

A. Direct Console User Interface 

B. vSphere Client 

C. vSphere Web Client 
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D. vSphere Management Assistant 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A vSphere administrator needs to upgrade a single extent VMFS3 datastore to VMFS5 and expand it to 4TB in size.
The storage administrator has already expanded the underlying LUN to 4TB. Which steps should the vSphere
administrator take? 

A. Expand the VMFS3 datastore to 4TB and then upgrade to VMFS5 

B. Upgrade the datastore to VMFS5, manually change the partition scheme to GPT, and then expand the datastore to
4TB 

C. Upgrade the datastore to VMFS5 and then expand it to 4TB 

D. Change the block size of the VMFS3 datastore to 1MB, upgrade the datastore to VMFS5, and expand it to 4TB 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

-- Exhibit -

--Exhibit -A vSphere administrator assigns VLAN 3389 to the Production port group on the VCP_DCV_Example
vSphere Distributed Switch. After the change, users report a loss of connectivity to their applications. Further analysis
provides the following data: 

The cluster has not had a ESXi host failure. 
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Application functioned normally prior to the change. 

The loss of connectivity occurred immediately following the change. Which condition would cause this loss of
connectivity? 

A. 

The physical switch ports used by the vmnics have not been configured with 802.1Q. 

B. 

Maintenance Mode was initiated on one of the hosts in the cluster. Connectivity will resume after the virtual machines
are migrated. 

C. 

All uplinks were removed from the VCP_DCV_Example switch and added to another virtual switch. 

D. 

A load balancing setting on the port group conflicts with the load balancing setting of the switch. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which is the simplest baseline group combination an administrator could create to upgrade hosts, VMware tools, and
virtual machine hardware to the latest versions using Update Manager? 

A. One baseline group that contains the host upgrade baselines and one baseline group that contains the VM Hardware
and VMware Tools upgrade baselines 

B. One baseline group that contains the host upgrade and vCenter upgrade baselines 

C. One baseline group that contains the host, VMware tools, and VM Hardware upgrade baselines 

D. One baseline group that contains the Data Center upgrade baseline and one baseline group that contains the VM
upgrade baseline 

Correct Answer: A 
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